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To the retail worker, the unsung infantry on the front lines of the capitalist warzone. To workers 

everywhere, who toil their lives away chasing the dream to someday toil no more.  

 

To Kim, for her love, support, and encouragement. 
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Arches above us. O father, all by yourself 

You are pithy and historical as the Roman Forum. 

I open my lunch on a hill of black cypress. 

Your fluted bones and acanthine hair are littered 

 

In their old anarchy to the horizon-line. 

It would take more than a lightning-stroke 

To create such a ruin… 

 

 

Sylvia Plath, “The Colossus” 
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Meltdown 
 

 

 

 

 The smell of burning plastic awakens a memory, one lodged deep in my subconscious. The sudden 

memory derails a really nice stream of consciousness, putting a halt to another overdue article. The 

nauseating aroma takes me back to a wonder bread slice of childhood–one of toys, play dates, and name-

brand imagination. The acrid tang hanging in the air is eerily reminiscent of the blue smog which lingered 

over my mother’s stove all those many years ago, as my Luke Skywalker action figure met his destiny at 

the hand of a burner. Dressed to the arctic nines, he trekked through the barren wastes of my mother’s 

stove top. His search for Imperial scum came to a brief and horrific end due to my short attention span and 

too effective hiding spot behind a pan. After my unwitting mother’s attempt to make tea went up in a puff 

of acrid smoke, the snow speeder search party found his tragic corpse. His white uniform, once bristling 

with molded plastic fur and tacked on weaponry, had been reduced to purple goo. He was truly the most 

permanent casualty of those long ago stovetop wars in a galaxy far across the state. Oh yeah. The smell. 

What the hell is that smell? 

 “Luke, you’re hotpot is on fire again!” 

 “How the hell does something filled with water burn?” 
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 “This wouldn’t happen if you’d pull your head outta your ass once in a while and check your 

soup.” This coming from a woman whose head is buried in a video game console twenty-four hours a day. 

Trish, my Cro-Magnon gamer roommate, just rolls her eyes as I scramble to the kitchen.  

 Rushing to the counter, I notice the slag heap of a hot pot and cover the counter with towels. All 

attempts to salvage my hotpot come to no avail. This is my second hot pot meltdown in two months. 

Seriously, what’s wrong with me? Why can’t I just set a timer? This is why I can’t have nice things. More 

importantly, how many more distractions do I really need while trying to writing a desperately overdue 

article for Method–some wannabe online version of Esquire? I’m seriously debating putting my soul on a 

buyer’s market for a reasonable facsimile of peace. 

 Every time these stupid plastic bastards melt, I double check them for Underground Laboratory test 

tag. They always come up satisfactory. I don’t know how they test things and why their tests haven’t 

prevented two near disasters. All I can think of when I read the tag is, what exactly is an Underground 

Laboratory? It sounds like some sort of rebel scientific faction or maybe an arcane gaggle of alchemists. Is 

gaggle even the appropriate word for a group of arcane alchemists? I mean, I can’t be the only person to 

leave one of those death traps running for three, maybe four hours at a time by accident. Maybe this house 

has shoddy wiring or something. Maybe it’s got those weird European plugs, with all those creepy, 

diagonal slots that look like stolen alien space ship technology, and I just never noticed. Whatever the 

case– 

 “Oww! Shit.” 

 “Hey genius, melted plastic is hot,” Trish says, grabbing a can of Coke from the fridge. “You 

know, for someone with a master’s degree, you’re not all that bright.” 
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 “Oh ha-ha. Intelligence has nothing to do with it. I’m just a little klutzy, that’s all,” I say, sucking 

on my finger. 

 “You’re the one grabbing freshly melted plastic. Apparently you need common sense upgrade–Duh 

2.0. Or maybe I could play your common sense on TV: Call your mother. Respect your father. Go to 

church. Do your chores, you little ass-bite!” 

 “That does sound a lot like my dad.” 

 “And pick me up a pack of smokes on your way to the burn ward.” 

 “And that’s a dead ringer for my mom. You’re quite the comedian, Trish.” 

 “Just being observant.” 

With friends like that, who needs SEO content work? How is it that someone so goddamn clever 

can’t seem to hold down a job? Too bad they can’t pay her to sit in a beanbag chair and gun down 

pixelated representations of her friends. Her avatar would probably have an easier time finding gainful 

employment—probably even pay the rent on time.  

Oh well, back to the article. Where was I? 

 …that kind of knee-jerk reaction is a blatant attempt to channel constituents from meat and 

potatoes issues into the opinion-based realm of personal morality… 

 Damn! Which issues was I referring to, and what constituents? I just caught an ashy hint on the 

breeze near where my train of thought skidded over an embankment. It looks like there were heavy 

casualties. If I’m not careful, I’ll be looking at a multi-train pileup. I can’t think straight right now. Well, 

might as well run a few errands while I’m waiting for the mental medevac.  

“I’m going down to the ole ‘Deal. Need anything?” 

“Just a pack of menthols.” 
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“Anything aside from your mint-flavored lung disease?” 

“Grab some more ramen. Oh, and the latest Hustler.” 

“You know they don’t sell smut down there.” 

“Then go the bookstore,” she grunts. 

“Goddammit. Every time I buy your porn there, they give me a dirty look like I took a steaming 

dump on the new release table. For fucks sake, the cashier is in my writers group. I already feel like a 

talentless hack as it is.” 

“Takes one to know one.” 

“Nice. I guess talentless hacks shouldn’t be buying pricy cigarettes for their slacker roommates. 

Gotta save my money for drinking myself to death, right.”  

“Fine, you big baby. Forget the porn. Just please get me some smokes and some noodles. I’ve got a 

battle royal tonight with some chumps from Germany. I need my  strength.” 

*** 

This place is so massive I could lose myself in here. The stink of PVC plastic would drop an 

environmentalist at fifty paces. Then there’s that pervasive radioactive hum. I can never shake the 

impression that I’m trapped in some mad scientist’s human terrarium experiment. All that’s missing are 

some acid-laced lattes, a side-order of scantily clad women, and a mutant hell-beast tearing up the place. 

This place could easily turn into a 1970’s low-budget sci-fi actioner. All the elements are in place. Plenty 

of cameras. Just add the acid-laced lattes and we're set. There’s no shortage of scantily-clad women in 

here. God bless the liberated sixties! Man, I’ve been single too long. 
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Where am I? The kitchen section goes on for a week. Any luck and I might stumble across the 

appliances by the weekend. Worst case scenario, I’ll have my hotpot by Christmas. Seems like, just to 

make things easier on us, the store keeps shuffling all their merchandise around willy-nilly.  

I love the smell of busywork in the morning. I guess they have to keep their workers constantly 

active so they don’t notice their scant paychecks. I’ll never find this stupid piece of plastic. I hate to ask, 

but maybe this guy will aid me in my quest. 

“Excuse me. Can you tell me where the hotpots are?” 

“Two aisles over on the left.” I don’t think he even looked up from stocking once. I guess that’s 

efficiency. 

Seriously, all this useless crap
1
 under one roof, and they only carry two kinds of hotpot. I guess 

nobody buys hotpots anymore. I’m one of the last hotpot connoisseurs out there, adrift in an ocean of 

microwave oven lovers. Don’t get me wrong. I’m not anti-microwave, per se, but noodles taste so much 

better boiled by heat rather than radiation. At least the decision making process is easy; they’ve only got 

one in stock. So much for the abundance of capitalism and its limitless options. I’m defecting to a utopian 

fantasy world. 

Now, where, oh where could that ramen be? I assume it lives by the soup mixes and whatnot. 

Jesus. Apparently this is where those limitless options hang out. Two kinds of hotpot, but there must be a 

dozen different ramen bands, each with seventeen styles and flavors of their own. Does Trish want the 

traditional, natural, Americanized, no MSG, organic, may-be-horse-meat-flavored? I think I need a priest–

                                                           
1
 Planned Obsolescence: “Didn’t I just buy this fucking stereo two years ago? Why does all my stuff break so easily? It’s almost 

like they don’t want me to have anything for more than a few years, so I have to buy more crap.” 
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a Ramen-exorcist. Quickly, Father! Speak the words before ramen leaps off the shelf, spins round in its 

faux-Asiatic packaging and coats me in salty, chicken-flavored broth. The power of MSG compels you! 

The power of MSG compels you! As much as I enjoy 25 cent noodle-goodness, I don’t understand how 

Trish can eat this shit all day. She probably bleached out her taste buds with all that Sriracha sauce. 

Alright, a couple packets of shrimp and a couple packets of chicken should satisfy her Ramen bloodlust.  

Now, to corral myself with the rest of the cattle. 

“Paper or plastic?” 

“Plastic.”  

Why do I always get plastic? I’m always beating myself up for having a massive carbon footprint, 

yet I carry groceries in bags which will be clinging to the trees long after the nuclear apocalypse. My 

anxiety about brown paper bags must relate to that pants-splitting fear. I see paper bags, and I have visions 

of broken bottle and egg-strewn parking lots. I’m haunted by that subtle, shredding noise; that last-ditch 

grab for the six pack of decent microbrew I know I can’t save. And of course there’s all that post-tear 

reproach, because you know you should have held the bag by the bottom.  

I can’t help thinking of Perry’s parking-lot anecdote either. Imagining the look on his face when 

his bag ripped wide open, festooning the parking lot with condoms, his father’s hemorrhoid, and a dozen 

jelly donuts. It must’ve been sublimely embarrassing, because he’s been using cloth bags from that point 

forward. I can’t blame him. Of course even bringing those mismatched items to the register
2
 must have 

been pretty damn awkward in the first place.  

                                                           
2
 P.O.S.: Point of Sale. (also known as: piece of shit) refers to the cash registers and/or the software used to run the registers, 

composed of indecipherable gibberish to anyone except Information Technology (IT) people and their usurious hourly rates. 
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I should just get over my bad self and buy some reusable bags. 

Speaking of awkward, paying with checks is almost embarrassing in this day and age. Every time I 

pull out that long plastic sheath, the cashier gawks at me as though my face aged sixty years. As a 

technologically savvy twentysomething, I can’t help feeling a bit like a jackass. But there's nothing I can 

do about it right now. With my debit card buried in that warzone I call a room, this is all I could find. I just 

hope I got that advance from Method. I really have to stop all this faith-based banking. 

“I’m sorry sir. Your check isn’t going through.” He’s giving me that look--the finely seasoned 

blend of pity, sympathy, and irritation. Not good. Very not good. Apparently Method is the key to my 

madness. Not only do I look like a fool, but I’m headed home without ramen and cigarettes. Trish’s 

irritation levels will reach cataclysmic levels, and she’ll whine and bitch and moan until she gets bored and 

calls her friends over for an impromptu party. And with their arrival goes my productivity. Must placate 

roommate, must placate roommate…and best of all, I can’t even afford my stupid hotpot! Microwave 

noodles again. Yuck. 

“I’m really sorry, man. I’ll just put everything back.” 

“You don’t have to do that, sir.” 

“Yes. Yes I do.” 
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An Abiding Conflict 
 

 

 

 

The wily creature eyes its prize. Pale in disposition yet steadfast in temperament, it embodies 

steely-eyed determination and animal cunning. For this creature, the obscured object of its desire coaxes it 

from shadowy domain. In such a sterile habitat, a furtive creature such must embody stealth or wind up 

alone in hostile waters. His eyes dart in ever more clandestine glances. This creature must, by necessity, 

remain wary. Successful acquisition requires subtle yet decisive maneuvers, as he tiptoes around the 

natural recesses which define its hunting grounds. Maintaining transparency is the only way to avoid 

detection. Even the minutest suspicion can usher in the stinking winds of failure. 

 Ever vigilant, our sentinel is a picture of resolve–an omniscient pillar of valiance contending with 

those who threaten the sanctity of its habitat. His heightened, nay, spider-like senses tingle in anticipation 

of any perceived threat. The dewy glow of the haloed lights sing praises to his gallantry. Lo these many 

hours, he tracks his elusive adversaries, but even a stalwart sentinel requires nourishment in order to 

maintain his steadfast eye. What generous repast awaits this modest protector from those whom engage it 

and appreciate its unfettered enthusiasm? Aye, what a kingly feast indeed! He’s discovered a bounty the 

purest refined sugar and cocoa bean mash to slake his mighty hunger. 

- Clink, clink    - 

The glimmering morsel, by which its very nature urges acquisition, beckons through the commercial 

haze. Its tantalizing form pushes the voracious predator, prompting a silent yet resounding howl. These 
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events will complete its cycle, allowing life to continue along its preordained course. Once ensconced in 

his secret folds, he will steel away to his domicile to bask in the glory of its success. The cunning scion 

skulks through the mercantilist verdure, ever patient, its prey suspecting nothing. Through such sparse and 

daunting terrain, success hinges upon its malleability and its ability to conceal its approach. 

With renewed vigor, the sentinel resumes his reconnaissance. Throughout his haloed dominion, few 

dare breech the battlements thanks to his tireless observance.  Many have tried in vain. Most have paid the 

ultimate price. Although some may believe they’ve evaded his keen detection skills, with sensors at 

maximum, he oft discovers that their arrogance is their disgrace. Only through supernatural chicanery 

could anyone ever succeed in their dastardly deeds. And the proud gaze of his peers lingers on him as 

proof. Their kind words will be all the supplication he requires at the end of a long hard day. A few sturdy 

coins in his coffers don’t hurt either.  

Sensing the moment, the stealthy predator casts aside caution, verging upon its prey. With such a 

taxing and elusive quarry, concentration must remain absolute. Muscles twitching, the hunter’s senses 

tingle as it nears its primary objective. The window of opportunity widens, if only for a second. He strikes! 

 His need for sustenance satiated, the valiant sentinel recognizes an overwhelming thirst. He now 

requires a carbonated elixir to quench his dehydration and maintain his sharp balance. Deigning it 

necessary to quaff deeply from… 

“What the hell!” 

“…!” 

“Hey kid – you gonna pay for those Star Wars cards? Get back here!” 

“Oh, shiiiiit.” 
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New Business Opportunities 
 

 

 

 

“Look, I understand you’re not the Store Manager.
3
 I don’t need a manager, per se. All I need is 

your ear, your business savvy, and your commitment to maximizing profits.” 

 “I don’t think you understand, sir. I don’t make any decisions about merchandising.” 

 “Aw, it don’t matter. I just need a second of your time.” 

 “I just ring people up.” 

                                                           
3
 Managerial Hierarchy: In order to sort through (or cause) confusion during the daily operations of running a store, managers 

are often broken down into specialized subgroups.  

- The General Manager oversees (plays phone games in his office) the day-to-day operations of the store, often having a go-

between liaison, the Store Manager.  

- The Store Manager (which some companies bewilderingly title the General Manager to avoid confusing them with the Store 

Manager who is also otherwise just the direct underling of the General Manager) works as an intermediary (read lackey) 

between the General Manager and the lower levels of store supervisors (allowing for more phone game time for the GM). 

- The Front End/Operations Manager runs the accounting and Point of Sale aspects of the store—essentially the financial end. 

Ergo they balance tills, secure the safe, arrange money drops to the armored car, etc. They are also responsible for wrangling 

cashiers/checkers and the Customer Service department. They are generally underpaid, overworked, and perpetually 

crabby—and often the first employee to be questioned during an embezzlement investigation. 

- Assistant/Associate Manager – This title is bestowed on department heads/store associates who aim the highest (and have 

the brownest noses). 

- Department Heads – Department heads are the conduits of official policy matters regarding specific departments (e.g. 

Housewares, Women’s Clothing, General Merchandise, etc.), who oversee product placement and a smattering of somewhat 

disloyal, scowling associates (see: associates). Their role is essentially manic at worst and depressive at best. 
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 “Sure, but you seem like a bright young woman. I bet you’ve got your manager’s ear. If you put in 

a good word, they’ll listen to you.” 

“…” 

“And the good word is, your store is missing a great opportunity. I represent that opportunity, a 

chance to fill an entirely underrepresented niche market; a chance to outfox the competition in an exciting 

new business venture. The name’s Charles Puder, but you can call me Charley. I represent Coolfins, LLC. 

We represent an up and coming, to die for, corner of market if you will. Coolfins manufactures and 

markets inexpensive, designer coffins. We all know people want to look sharp for their funerals. Now they 

can look sharp–even at a closed casket service. Let me just give you one of our pamphlets for your 

manager to look over.” 

 “Sir, I really don’t have any say…” 

 “Just hear me out. Like the pamphlet shows, we have a vast array of styles and materials. You look 

like a woman of refined taste. I bet you’d appreciate having your final send off in our Rock Coffin™--gloss 

black finish, air-brushed flames licking up the sides, polished chrome handles. It screams sophistication 

and class, but with smoking-hot style. And that’s just one of our many models. We have dozens of styles 

to choose from. 

 “Can’t you just see that display now? I sure can: maybe next to the home and garden section or 

across from the freezer. You’ve got your empty display models all decked and spread out. You’ve got your 

Dale Earnhardt and Jeff Gordon licensed coffins for the racing fans. Next to those you got your basic 

models: your gloss or matte finish in all the colors of the rainbow. Of course we’ve got your plain wood 

finish for the diehard Lutherans. Heh heh heh. You’ll probably wanna set those off by puttin’ them next to 

our flashy, tie-dye model. We call it the Gratefully Dead™. Then maybe set that one next to our sedate, 
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yet picante Santa Maria Siesta™, with its classic saintly Virgin Mary–hands clasped like on one of those 

votive candles or low-rider windows. And, last but not least, for your literary types, we’ve got the Dylan 

Thomas model—black with emerald green fancy script that reads....now, how does that go again? ‘Do not 

go gently into that dark night. Rage, rage against the dying of the light.’ Can you picture that? It’s got the 

whole poem written around the coffin, so as the mourners circle the coffin, they can take it all in. 

Gorgeous and tasteful. How does that grab ‘ya for a final resting place?” 

 “Sir, I still…” 

 “Nonsense. Call me Charley.” 

 “Sir, Charley, whatever–all new vendors
4
 have to speak with our Product Intake Department 

about…” 

 “Oh, I almost forgot. For the patriotic set–and God bless America, right–we’ve got an American 

flag model. We’ve even got a rainbow flag model for your gay funerals. Homosexuals might not be able to 

get married in all 50 states, but they still got the right to a nice burial.” 

 “Let me call my manager. He could tell you how to get in touch with Corporate. I really can’t…” 

 “And here’s the best part. We make our Coolfins from a broad array of materials: pine, faux-oak, 

faux-mahogany, fiberglass, etc. You name it. Plus, all our Coolfins are extremely lightweight. It only takes 

two people to carry even lightest model–minus the body and bedding of course. And our interiors are made 

from a high-end poly-cotton blend that’s machine washable. You can even reuse them–wink, wink–not 

that we encourage such things.” 

                                                           
4
 Vendor: People who make, distribute, and sometimes stock the shit we buy—emphasis on shit. Seriously, people, we 

deserve better and should demand it. Eh, but there’s a new episode of (insert favorite TV show on), and I can’t miss what 

happens to (insert trite character name). 
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“…” 

 “I’ve sold these beauties to all kind of folks before. Even sold a couple of these beauts to some 

pasty-faced young folk. Apparently they just wanted to sleep in them. Now don’t that beat all! I’ll tell you 

what does beat all, though: our prices. Starting at just three-hundred and fifty bucks, your store could 

easily corner the market on frugal funeraries.” 

 “…” 

 “And I probably shouldn’t mention this, because it’s still in development. Some of the R&D folks 

down at headquarters in Missoula, Montana have been tinkering around with a Do-It-Yourselfer home 

embalming kit. Mum’s the word on that one, though. Patent pending and all.” 

 “Sir, you really need to talk with Corporate Sales about new products—Raquel! Sir, this is one of 

our managers, Raquel.” 

 “Afternoon, sir, what can I do for you?” 

 “Hello there ma’am. Name’s Charles Puder. You can call me Charley though…” 
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Booked for Disappointment 
 

 

 

 

 Stepping into the book department, Luisa breathes in the freshly pressed and bound atmosphere. 

New worlds unfold before her, alternate universes steeped in wizardry and monsters, princesses and 

detectives. Walking down the aisle, a young wizard leaps at her from a three-dimensional promotional 

display. Rows and rows of his steely, mischievous eyes bulge from dust jackets.  

Today she wants to be a conjurer: impish and impulsive yet erudite beyond her years. But on closer 

inspection, none of the accumulated sorcerers, witches, and warlocks even remotely resembles her. In the 

background of one of the cover paintings, she spies a vaguely darker-skinned spell caster, but his features 

are distinctively Caucasoid. So she moves on. 

 Suddenly the ghouls from scary stories are stalking her. Greasy viscera dangling from their mouths, 

they trail after her shrieking form, their empty, soulless eyes clamoring for her warm, delicious flesh. But 

she’s read most of these scary stories already. The cover with the children huddled in the cemetery looks 

too childish for her ten-year-old appetites. Besides, her best friend Kayla already ruined the surprise 

ending from book with the shiny, holographic zombie on the cover. Kayla said her uncle tells her the exact 

same ghost stories from the book every time they go camping, so they can't be new. In fact, Kayla was 

pretty sure her uncle stole a few of the  stories from the book with the bug-eyed chromium witch on the 

cover. And so she moves on. 
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 She slows down near the detective stories, intrigued by their pained-looking crime-fighting faces 

and retrospective clothing. Most of the girl detectives dress in jumpers, trying to capture a 1970’s Nancy 

Drew vibe. The boys dress in slacks and button-up shirts, emulating Encyclopedia Brown or the Hardy 

Boys. Her dad tells her all about old detective stories when she stays with him on the weekend. 

Clues dance around her under the florescent lights. Putting herself in the world of a super sleuth, 

she pretends her life as a never ending string of crooks, pirate booty, and missing golden retrievers. Even 

though she didn't like the idea of living like with the constant risk, it sounded like a great way to spend a 

rainy day at her grandparent’s house where there wasn’t any cable.  

Still, Luisa pictures herself in the role: Cackling voices echo down dusky hallways, daring her to 

follow them onto makeshift ghost ships. Creepy mansions beckon as she searches for the ever-elusive 

clues. But she already finished the series about the crime-solving team and checked out all the books from 

the library about the sibling detectives with a fancy, crime-solving computer. The hunky teen detectives 

and their flashy El Dorado looked cool, but their stories stretched back over a decade. To catch up, she’d 

have to spend weeks at the library. Her mom simply couldn’t let her stay at school while she worked 

nights at the hospital. It didn’t really matter anyway.  

Anyway, she was disappointed with most of the detective novels she’s read so far. Despite their 

elaborate story arcs and gimmicks, they just all ended kind of the same way. The hero our heroes saved the 

day or learned a lesson. The stories weren't much like her life—like her mom says, barely worth the price
5
 

of the paper they’re printed on. 

                                                           
5
 Mark-up: If you were a vendor or a retail outlet, you’d know what this means. We (the vendors and retailers) sincerely hope 

you don’t know what this means, because you probably wouldn’t pay as much as we want you to if you knew how much we 

actually pay to make this crap. 
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 She wanders away from the books empty-handed, the acrid scent of ink dwindling. Wandering 

around, she finds her mom by the movie section. Sifting through the five dollar movie bin, she grabs a 

DVD about a magical princess and a talking pony. She sighs, scooping her into her arms. Maybe next week 

they'll have something more interesting, she thinks as they wander from the Entertainment Department. 

Looking at her selection, her mother frowns. “Is that really what you want mija?” she says.  

“No, but it’s okay for now,” she says. 
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Reset 
 

 

 

 

Dan saw that look on Joely’s face as she marched over to him. Every time she wore that pinched, 

my underwear is stuck in my ass, but I can’t pull it out in public expression, he wanted to run away. Aware 

that his good time was about to evaporate, he smiled awkwardly, steeling himself. He generally avoided 

expressing his opinions at work, because he knew Joely had a hair trigger. She was the ultimate mixture of 

authority and volatility, and everyone knew how skilled she was with an axe.  

Around work, there was a rumor that her irritability was the cause of Shelly Lauter's recent 

disappearance. So far, she hadn’t resurfaced, although there were reported sightings at Jiffy Stop and 

Raymundo's Pizzeria. Still, there was something ominous about Shelly’s sudden absence. One day, there 

she was on Meaty Deals, clad in red and smirking her corporately mandated smirk. The next day, she was 

gone. Some employees assumed Joely had dismembered her, burying her in unmarked graves across 

several state lines. And it wasn’t just her absence which was disconcerting. It was the utter lack of her in-

store presence. Her locker was vacated overnight. Her employee photo had vanished from the “wall of 

stars,” leaving nothing but dusty negative space. There was no trace of her ever working at Meaty Deals. 

Naturally, this spoon-fed the gossip mill, spawning all types of fantastic scenarios from every 

department. If checker Mike hadn't spotted her at the mall last week, the rumors would’ve persisted 

indefinitely.  
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Despite Mike, a few paranoid employees smelled conspiracy. They assumed Shelly was either a 

robot replica or Joely had paid her off. Her reputation as a vindictive autocrat only blossomed as a result, 

something she reveled in. 

So, when she nonchalantly asked Dan his opinion on the new Office Supplies layout—the one 

she’d recently modified. He understood this wasn’t just a loaded question; it was a minefield.  

As with most employees, he really didn’t care about the subtle, nitpicky changes to the store from 

month to month, despite the fact that management asserted that these changes were vital to the continued 

success of the store. They backed up their statements with nebulous “in-depth” studies conducted on test 

groups: psychological, aesthetic, and emotional, among others. But in this case, Dan understood that his 

answer wouldn't simply provide an opinion, it could define his employee status, as well as his continual 

gainful employment. His answer today might determine whether he trudged through the company 

basement or ascended the corporate ladder. 

Surveying the department, he absorbed the nuances of the quaint modifications Joely had made 

while she nitpicked his every mannerism. He debated the merits of the shorter, less constrictive shelving 

versus the taller, more-intimate shelving. He pondered the organic displays with their sweeping fonts, 

soaking in their crisp Linotyped logos. Drawing deeply from the recirculated air, he prepared his best 

bullshit answer. 

“I think the new layout has a subtle charm, certainly compared to the last reset.” Fortunately, Dan 

knew that the last person to revise the Office Supplies department was fired for well-defined negligence, 

and mouthing off to Joely. “It has a warmer feeling, now,” he continued, “I think customers in search of 

quality office supplies will really feel more at home now.” 
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Her mouth twitched, divining for sarcastic remarks and seeking out any hint of insolence. Playing 

it cool, he watched her expression closely. Since her eyes were fixed in the distinctively irritated look 

which defined her managerial style, they were of no help. However, there was a subtle curl in the corner of 

her mouth. This was a good sign. Perhaps. His gut churned nonetheless. To define his career with an off-

hand remark would be unfortunate. Sure, he wasn’t expecting to stay in megastore land forever, but he did 

want a good reference on his resume. The Deal was merely a waypoint for him, somewhere to kill time 

and earn a little scratch until more glamorous opportunities arose. He had no desire to spend all his time 

hanging out with Spencer in the back stock area discussing Star Trek collectables. Besides, everyone knew 

the Furniture department was career suicide. 

After a tense moment, Joely smiled, at least as much as she ever did:  

“I did do a nice job, didn’t I?”  

Dan nodded.  

She pulled out another diagram.  

“This is what I want you to do with the Printer Aisle. And make sure you emphasize the printer ink 

BOGO”
6
 

“Okay. I’ll get right on it.” 

As the cement shoes transformed back into sneakers, he stifled a sigh of relief, returning to his 

traditional relaxed stance. He grunted as he glanced at the planogram. A full reset meant an entire 

afternoon of meticulous busywork. His false-praise had doomed him to an exacting task which was 

                                                           
6
 BOGO: An acronym for “Buy One, Get One Free,” which refers indirectly to two old adages: “There’s No Such Thing as a Free 

Lunch,” and “There’s a Sucker Born Every Minute.” 
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measured against Joely’s anal retentive specifications. As he stepped around the corner, he cursed under 

his breath. So much for my lazy afternoon, he thought. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Realm of the Juice King 
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 Sam was so proud. He was the juice king. Strolling into Meaty Deals with his mother, he basked in 

the other children’s admiration. His mother nearly burst with pride as well. She knew her son could drink 

more juice than any other kid in the whole neighborhood. 

 Every summer the Lion’s Club organized the Rhodesville Heights Neighborhood Picnic, a picnic 

showcasing a number of events and contests for charity. Both the picnic and the events were throwbacks, 

an attempt to capture the nostalgia of the aging Lion’s Club members and rebuild neighborhood pride. And 

it sort of worked. However, these contests produced a peculiar brand of homegrown celebrity, such as 

Hotdog-eating champion Tommy Guzman. The current big shot of the Heights, Tommy’s junk-food 

devouring skills were legendary, and his popularity local popularity was unparalleled. Jim Mender and his 

daughter Dakota were masters of the three-legged race. Karen and Keisha Hoyt stood atop the egg-race 

pyramid. And everyone knew Sammy Worth could really down the sauce—juice that is. 

 At last year’s picnic, he successfully defended his title against a host of newcomers and his 

nemesis, Doyle Shermer. It had been one of those balmy afternoons where pregnant clouds threatened to 

douse the festivities all afternoon. Birdsongs floated through the air; their haunting communiqués 

nourishing picnic-goers with gentle ambient noise. A light breeze wound through the park, ruffling 

napkins, flipping plates, and meddling with carefully-tended hair.  

Despite the overcast afternoon, Sam beamed pride from beneath his lucky red baseball cap, his face 

ruddy with determination. Right there, at the Oak Ridge Park picnic tables, little Sammy finished off 

twenty eight glasses of juice in just one minute—a new record. Only Doyle Shermer came anywhere near 

Sam’s exalted level with a measly nineteen cups. The event still conjured up envy-laced memories in 
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many neighborhood children, a seething jealousy lurking beneath their friendly smiles. Taking on all 

challengers, Sam held his crown, and his mother grinned from ear to ear that day. Maybe Sammy’s 

continued success at the picnic would wipe the smug look off her lousy ex-husband’s face: No good at 

anything? Sammy was neighborhood royalty, she thought. 

His mother always encouraged him, despite diminishing returns with baseball and soccer, to strive 

for excellence. He wasn’t the most coordinated and didn’t showcase much natural talent for most athletic 

events, but he had a lot of heart. Sure, drinking juice wasn’t the best or most physically exerting activity, 

but he’d finally found something he could take pride in.  

Every week they drove down to Meaty Deals to practice. Sam would take a ceremonial stroll 

around the small food court at the store entrance by the security terminals,
7
 as both a ritual and a taunt to 

the other kids. Sometimes a small crowd would gather near the food court, peering through clothing racks 

and from behind ferns like jungle explorers. Other times, it was just the two of them. Sam’s mother spread 

the accessories out on the table: grape juice and Dixie cups. Filling the cups, she arranged them 

meticulously, until the table was polka-dotted with dozens of cups. Timing him with her wristwatch, he 

would quaff glass after glass until a minute ticked off on her phone, and she called time. 

Today was no different than any other day. All the elements were in place, but something felt a 

little off. About fifteen cups in, nearing the half-minute point, Sammy began to slow down where normally 

he’d just be hitting his stride. Cups sixteen and seventeen went down in labored gulps. His mother was 

worried and wanted to call time early. But the picnic was only a week away, so she knew Sammy would 

                                                           
7
 Security Towers: These are less-than-innocuous looking plastic and metal gates which cause bottlenecking in otherwise 

massive store entryways. Aside from monitoring shoppers, they’re also the source of incessant, piercing chirps which wail 

noxiously every time a customer meanders through them with items he or she actually purchased but a cashier forgot to 

demagnetize. 
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keep pushing himself. After cup eighteen, an alarmed look crept over her face. She asked if something was 

wrong, but he merely shrugged, grabbing cup nineteen. He winced as he drank it down, though. Cup 

twenty went down with a genuine struggle, but it seemed like he was managing it alright. Then, without 

warning, a purple geyser gushed from his mouth, dousing his mother and the table in maroon liquid. 

As she sulked in damp silence, his mother watched the minute tick off on the sticky face of her 

watch. She tried to console him, putting on a cheery face while suppressing the urge to lose her own lunch. 

“It’s just a fluke,” she reassured him. “It means nothing.” But with everyone watching, it meant 

everything. Their disdainful glares stabbed at Sam’s heart from the nooks and crannies of the store. More 

than grape juice had abandoned Sam today. Slouching as they left the store, his mother noticed that the 

cocky swagger had all but disappeared. He followed closely in his mother’s wake on the way to the car. 

Sure, Sammy might retain his neighborhood title, but inside, the juice king had been dethroned. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Between Breaths 
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“Hey Lou, how’s it hangin’?” 

What a goddamn sight. People just throw anything and everything away, don’t they? Doesn’t 

matter what it is. If it fits out a window—adios!—out it goes. Every goddamn day, rain, shine, sleet, snow 

or frogs, these filth piles just keep on accumulating. Look at that! There’s gotta be ten hamburger wrappers 

on the curb alone. Beer cans and ashtray-leavings hanging out next to an oil slick, a friggin’ Slurpee cup 

and a box of Mint IIIs, what is this a goddamn movie theater? Animals. Aww, Jesus. Is that a diaper? 

Please tell me it’s not full. Ugh. I think I’m gonna be sick. I mean, seriously, do I go to your house, cruise 

up your driveway and plant a steaming pile on the asphalt? I don’t fucking think so! 

I’m starting to feel like that guy in that one movie with the yellow cab and that Italian guy who 

played a boxer in that other movie. Think I’m gonna shave my head, find a rifle with a high-powered 

scope, and start taking these dirty little fuckers out one-by-one. Except instead of that dude’s beef, I’ll snap 

on litterbugs whenever I catch them tossing shit all over the place. Maybe I’ll become a hero to some tree-

hugger cult or something. I mean, who the hell do these assholes think is gonna clean all this up? Their 

mother? God damn. Shit, their mother and I both got better things to do than deal with these slobs. Man, 

sometimes life really slaps you across the choppers. 

“Doin’ pretty good, Buddy? How ‘bout you?” 

I mean, I was doing all right. I was no King of Siam—they even got a Siam anymore?—but I made 

due without too much hassle. Had myself a nice little flat with a TV and VCR, not one of them fancy 

Blue-Rays, just an old tape player from the thrift store. But it was mine. I even had a girl, at least for a 

little while. Things were pretty good. And then they weren’t. 
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I mean, all a guy has to do is screw up a couple of times, and they rip the shirt right off his back. 

Not like I’m the first unlucky SOB to fall on hard times. So maybe I turned to some unsavory means to 

earn a buck. So what? Not like I’m the first guy who tried to get ahead selling an ounce or two of dope. 

But what do I get? Tossed in a cell with an armed robber psycho, stripped of everything I had—my house, 

my car, my dog, my girl. It’s a shame. I mean, I’m a goddamn Hank Williams song, for chrissakes. 

“Can’t complain, Lou. What you been up to?” 

 And now what? I live in a fleabag apartment with a walking cesspit for a landlord. A real captain of 

industry POS he is. My neighbor on one side has a tiny dog that yaps and yaps all night, and on the other 

side I got some little white douchebag wannabe thug blaring his shitty ass rap all hours of the goddamn 

day. And then I find out the nut jobs above me think they’re vampires and sleep in fucking coffins—at 

least that’s what Carlos said on the elvator. And he should know, he lives next to them goth wackos.  

On top of that, Landlord’s always on my ass about getting him the jacked up rent for his overrated 

roach motel. So I was one lousy week late last month. It’s not like I’m rich here. I got a friggin’ record. I 

couldn’t get a good job if I mugged a CEO. I sweep parking lots for a living. Unlike his rat-dog of a son 

says, I don’t blow all my money on booze. Sure, I grab a six pack here and there or stop by the tavern once 

in a while, but I don’t do it all the time. Just when I’m having a really bad day. Sure, every day is a bad 

day, but I don’t let that crap me. What does he want from me? I ain’t perfect. I’m just trying to make a 

living. Buncha bullshit. 

 “Ah. Nothing much.” 
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Gestures 
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Through the heat lines, a lonely car reposes at the far side of the parking lot. A police cruiser pulls 

up next to the car’s winking headlight and dented-smile grille. As Officer Pedersen opens the back door, 

the back seat erupts with invectives. Ernie, his clearly excited to be there kooky transient “guest,” shoots 

him a paranoid look. Pedersen steps from the squad car, and streams of gibberish follow him out the door.  

He walks to the forlorn car. On approach, sunlight ricochets off the dusty windows, stabbing 

through his cop glasses, which only partially block the late afternoon brilliance. “PLEASE WASH ME” is 

etched in grime on the side window. Through the vaguely translucent window, he glimpses a middle-aged 

woman, sprawled mostly naked and asleep across the back seat, with her arms draped casually over her 

ample breasts. A rumpled sundress, wedged against the door, acts as her makeshift pillow. The floor is 

covered with tiny liquor bottles, condom wrappers, fast food wrappers, and cigarette packs. 

 Officer Pedersen wraps on the window with his nightstick. The woman stirs from her restless nap, 

momentarily, before nuzzling her dress and passing out again. When his tapping grows louder, she cracks 

a bloodshot eye. Catching sight of his navy blue uniform against the sunlight, she grunts and goes back to 

sleep. Again he rattles his nightstick against the window, with enough force to wake a narcoleptic zombie. 

Finally she stirs and slowly covers herself up.  

“Come on, Wanda. Up and at ‘em!” His stern voice ricochets off the glass, startling them both. He 

points his nightstick toward the highway, and she indicates her desire to motivate with a middle finger. 

Covering her breasts with her arms, she jokingly invites him in for a freebee. When he shakes his head, she 

feigns disappointment and starts to pull on her crumpled dress, wriggling around in the back seat. 

Officer Pedersen gives her a few minutes to dress, but grows impatient after she slides back down. 
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“You know you can’t be here, Wanda. You can’t turn tricks in the goddamn parking lot. I know the 

places is a ghost town at night, but store management is sick of finding your car here every other 

morning.” 

She cups her ear, pretending not to hear him. 

“You know damn well what I said! I tell you the same goddamn thing every week.” 

She shrugs, and he signals her to roll down the window. The window groans as she cranks it, 

protesting its long-term disuse. Sunlight seeps through the crack, stinging her dark-rimmed eyes. A sour 

mixture of sweat, alcohol, and stale weed floats out the window. 

“You gotta get out of here, Wanda.” 

“You know I ain’t got nowhere else to go,” she protests. 

“Are you sober? Can you drive?” 

Dust-speckles catch in the light, dancing around her; their translucent waves wash over the back 

seat. Pausing, Pondering her sobriety, she searches for cigarettes. For a moment, Officer Pedersen detects a 

glimmer of naïveté in her otherwise hollowed out eyes—a little girl who just wanted to a way out, or a bad 

habit that went too far. 

“Close enough,” she rasps, “feeling like a used bar rag.” 

“You know I don’t wanna throw you in the back seat with Ernie. If you’re smart, and I know you 

are, get out of here before I have to lock you up again.” 

Nodding, she puts the keys in the ignition and fishes for cigarettes on the floor. Discovering a half-

smoked butt, she puts it to her stained lips, and a narrow ribbon of smoke snakes from the car. Officer 

Pedersen wanders back to his cruiser. Opening the driver side door, he’s greeted by a fresh stream of 

Ernie’s gibberish. 
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Finishing her half-smoke, Wanda’s groans her window up and revs her engine, as a gray sputter of 

smoke shoots from the tailpipe. As she revs the engine, a crooked smile crosses her face as a sudden image 

flickers in her mind of a faraway place where she ate burgers and fries by the shore whenever her father 

came to town. Pedersen watches impatiently as the dilapidated old Ford shifts into gear. She pulls out, and 

he follows close behind, forming a procession of two, until the ‘83 Escort leaves the lot. Squealing into the 

hazy afternoon in a cloud of exhaust, Wanda salutes Pedersen with her middle finger. He shakes his head 

and circles back around to the store front to finish up another Wanda-based nuisance report. It’s gonna be 

one of those days, he thinks, chuckling to himself. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For the Long Haul 
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 “What’s that Sneaky Pete? Nope, I haven’t heard from Slim Jim or Rusty Balls since Des Moines. I 

think they’re running just northeast of here. Me? I got one more delivery for MD. I’m pulling up to the 

dock in a minute. If you want someone to play phone chess with, try Liquor Beaver. I gotta drop my kids 

at the pool, heh heh. Who, LB? I think she’s running just south of you on I-55. She oughtta be in range by 

now. Alrighty Pete, catch up with you in a couple of hours, depending on traffic and unload time.” 

 Man, Pete sure is one helluva talker. At this rate, I won’t even have time to catch a quick smoke 

break before I pull up to the dock. Guess I could take a little “lunch break” afterwards. 

 Red light, waiting for the red light – I oughtta write a song about red lights and truckers. Eh, 

probably already been written. And here we go green. 

 Oh man, I wonder if they ever fixed that giant hole from when ole Bob Rettiger crashed his rig into 

the loading dock.
8
 That’s why you don’t drink a case of beer on an overnight haul. Just beggin’ for trouble 

if you ask me. Get you sloppy as a motherfucker. He’s lucky he didn’t lose his license after that 

shenanigan. 

 Wonder if Chadwick’s still running this joint? Never met such a thick-headed, by the books, 

cranky ole SOB as him. If you could get fired for having your head wedged all the way up your own ass, 

he’d be the first to go. What am I saying? That kinda shit probably makes him promotion material. Better 

call the loading dock just in case. 

                                                           
8
 Loading Dock: This human-made cave resides in the back of every store where semi-trucks unload endless pallets of mass 

produced products prone to early expiration dates and planned obsolescence isses. See also: lightly supervised places to 

smoke weed. 
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 “Receiving. This is Rodrigo.” 

 “Hey Rigo. Got a delivery for you. I’m pulling up out back. You wanna open up them doors for 

me? Open the pod bay doors, HAL. Heh heh.” 

 “You bringin’ me a truck full of greens, TC?” 

“Boy howdy. Don’t I wish! You know I sure as hell wouldn’t be here if I was haulin’ that around. 

I’d be in Baja sipping on a margarita and a senorita!” 

 Now Rigo’s a good kid. Works his ass off on that loading dock. Every time I drop off, he’s always 

out here, rain or snow–him and that sweetheart Raquel–bustin’ their asses while that old panty-sniffer 

Chadwick whacks-off in the office. Only reason they don’t promote the kid is ‘cause they know he’d take 

over the whole goddamn company outside a week. Show them brown-nosed pencil-pushers a thing or two 

about labor. Make ‘em all look bad.  

 Whew! Look at the garbage these guys got me running: Two pallets of Peppersteak Pockets and 

half a pallet of spray cheese! Who the hell eats this shit? I mean, I ain’t no goddamn tree-hugger, but I 

wouldn’t feed this shit to my dog’s tapeworms. 

 “I gotta apologize up front, guys. I can’t help you unload this time. I’d like to, but I threw my back 

out in Kansas City.  

“How’d you manage that?’ 

“I was unloading a big-ass pallet of pizza rolls when the little shit tips over on the ramp. My dumb-

ass tries to catch ‘em, the whole damn pallet, solamente. Next thing you know, I’m at the hospital, missing 

two damn days of work. The doc told me I got a slipped disc.  

“You gotta lift with your knees, bro.” 
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“Yeah, yeah very funny, Rigo. It was one of them think-fast situations. You know how fast I think. 

I’m lucky I didn’t get creamed! That’d be one hell of a way to snuff it–crushed under a quarter-ton of junk 

food.” 

 Man, they move fast around these parts. Back home, we always sat around and shot the shit for a 

little while before unloading. That Meaty Deals in Bismarck always takes forever. Different reasons, 

though, I’m sure. The one in North Platte is slow as molasses on the moon, though. Took them half an 

hour just to unload four pallets. Four tiny-ass pallets. Ah, those cats were probably just stoned outta their 

gourds. Sure as hell wish I was. I never gotta worry about efficiency around here with Rodrigo on the case. 

I swear that kid’s got lightning in his jump-boots! 

“Damn son. Barely had time to blink and you ripped the guts outta my trailer. If having an actual 

work ethic got you promoted, you’d be running the goddamn company by now.  

“Thanks, bro. Wish it did. It only gets me back aches, though.” 

“No worries, man. Give it time. Sooner or later, them bastards’ll come around. You got time for a 

little smoke break, ole buddy? No pressure if you don’t. But if you got a pipe, I got some sticky green for 

it.” 

 “Sure. The bossmen never come back here this late in the evening. Looks like you’re almost done 

with your haul anyway, bro.” 

“Yep. One more stop in Gary, and I finally get some down time. Won’t be much, but man do I 

need it.”  

 

I should call Sabrina and let her know I’ll be in town soon. Goddamn do I miss her rosy little 

cheeks. Her sweet brown eyes like a little puppy. Seems like I never get to see her anymore. But if workin’ 
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my tail off gets her through college, it’ll all be worth it. Maybe Missy will let me take her on the road 

again this summer. That’d be badass. We had so much fun running around the country last year. Sure, it 

was only for a couple weeks, but having her in the truck made every last second of life worth living.  

Damn. I can’t wait to get home. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Defrosting Frozen 
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 The standard punishment for any policy violation was a verbal warning, unless the infraction was 

more severe. Truly serious punishments constituted a shame-filled march to the Front End Office,
9
 usually 

starting with a crackling directive from the Store Manager broadcast over small army of walkie-talkies.
10

 

Worst of all, this walk-of-shame involved a sea of coworkers’ eyes which followed the penalized 

employee on their trudge to the storefront, a trail of pity in their wake. Then, the heavy office door would 

seal them inside their uncertain fate.  

For the second time this month, Liam’s downtrodden face headed toward that forlorn place. Once 

sealed inside the office, Raquel put part of her scowl away. 

 “You know I don’t want to do this Li,” Raquel said, “You’ve always been like a little brother to 

me. But store policy is very clear about on-the-clock fraternization.” 

 “I know.” His shoes huddled together for solace, as he tried to suppress a shit-eating grin. 

 

… 

A vast corridor wound between Grocery and Electronics, crossing through several other 

departments along the way. Liam was busy “fluffing up”
11

 end cap
12

 displays when he saw the sample girl 

                                                           
9
 Operations Office: (also known as Front End Office) An area which often contains accounting and/or surveillance devices; 

essential tools which keep track of earnings, employee actions and inactions, human resources, and serve as the perfect place 

for indulging in brief catnaps under the General Manager’s nose. 

10
 Walkie-Talkie: An inter-departmental relay used for passive-aggressive micromanagement. 

11
 Fluffing: (also known as: blocking or straightening) Making a display or shelf space appear artificially full and perky by pulling 

all the a layer of products to the front—essentially blocking a customer’s line of site and lack of vision. This is not to be 

confused with fluffing in the pornography industry, which is a completely different if oddly similar story.  
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for the first time. She was radiantly irate. In a matter of moments, the entire store imploded around him. 

Televisions oozed candlelight, their screens humming radio-friendly love songs to the beating of his heart. 

She was a pristine icicle, dangling provocatively above his head in the Frozen Department. 

When they made eye contact, he flushed. Fortunately, she was too far away to hear the butterflies 

gnawing at his stomach lining. His mind rifled through the myriad of ways to bridge the chasm of stars 

between them. First of all, though, he figured he ought to learn her name. After contemplating various 

approaches, even just walking up and introducing himself, he decided better of it. By the time he had a 

plan in mind, a poor one which involved dropping his own nametag near her and glancing at hers if and 

when she picked it up, she’d already set up her demo up front.  

After asking around, he found several people who knew who she was—Elyse. Her name, her 

piercing black eyes, her curvy swagger, simply her very being caused a sucking chest wound in him, one 

that would never heal until she was dining with him at the Pizza Pantry.  

 Their first legitimate encounter was nerve-wracking. Wandering through frozen on his lunch break, 

he wracked his brain for nonchalant introductions. Her soft olive face was his sun and her intense obsidian 

eyes were the cool lovely moons orbiting its intensity. He maneuvered perilously close to her and 

wooziness threatened to overtake him. So he diverted and pretended to stock the drink cooler. Each time 

he came closer, his brain would turn into gelatin. He just couldn’t shrug off that feeling, which invariably 

accompanies a smitten beta male as he journeys into dangerous emotional territories, that he was a total 

creeper. After “stocking” the drinks, he wandered back and forth past her burrito promo. Under her 

disapproving gaze, he demolished four mini-burritos and two Dixie cups of Breakfresh™ Blend coffee. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                              
12

 End Cap: A smaller shelf jammed onto the end of an aisle which serves several purposes, including enticing consumers to 

purchase more crap because it costs 25 cents less. It usually works. 
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But he couldn’t utter a word, aside from a weak hello, before the burritos and coffee caught up with his 

already nervous stomach, forcing a pit stop. With little progress made, he conceded defeat and wandered 

back to his own department to catch up on his backstock.
13

 

 Despite his passion, none of his colleagues or friends seemed very impressed with Elyse. Pete in 

Electronics referred to her as “that psychotic bitch.” Mike in Receiving cautioned Liam that underneath 

her less-than bubbly exterior lurked a heart of pure oozing hatred. He claimed to have heard, from a 

reliable source naturally, that she made an overweight woman at the Fairview Wal-Mart sob like a baby \. 

Even spooky Willow warned him away from Elyse. This didn’t mean much, though because he generally 

disregarded her notoriously misanthropic opinion of people. Rather than discourage him, his friends’ 

naysaying spurred his interest her. He dreamt of unraveling her sexy enigma and quite a bit more. Even 

their helpful suggestions to Facebook stalk her went unheeded. There was just something about this 

situation that had to be done old school, no matter what.  

… 

 “Look,” Raquel said, “Joely caught you hitting on the Hill’s Valley representative–on the clock, no 

less.” 

 “I had no choice. She was about to leave! If I hadn’t talked to her then, it could have been another 

several weeks before she came back,” he said, “if she came back at all.” 

                                                           
13

 Backstock: Whenever a stocker finishes unloading a fresh truck, any items that he can’t cram into adjacent slots, stack 

above the aisles in teetering towers (assuming space is available), or stick in another department, are dumped 

unceremoniously on industrial shelving beyond the eyes of prying customers – who undoubtedly would make irritating 

requests for them – to gather dust.  
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 “It doesn’t matter, Li.” The only people called him Li were his childhood best friend Rene and 

Raquel, his older sister. “Chadwick threatened to suspend you without pay. You know how cranky he gets 

about fraternization violations.” 

 “That’s probably because he wishes he could perv out on all the teenaged girls around here. 

Anyway, all he does is fuck around on his computer all day. Why the hell does he care what I do?” 

 “It’s his job, Li. And don’t forget about Joely. She’s been on the warpath ever since she 

mysteriously disappeared during the broken TV incident behind the loading dock last night,” she said, 

raising an eyebrow at him. 

 “I had nothing to do with that,” he said innocently. He used the same look when she used to babysit 

him and her brother as kids, and she was wise to it. She also understood that he was basically a good kid 

and just covering for her brother. After all these years, the look actually reinforced his innocence. 

 “I don’t think you had anything to do with it, but you probably know something about it. No 

worries. My problem right now is your little infraction today. Compounded with your inability to get here 

on time, you’re on thin ice right now.” 

… 

The next time Hill’s Valley Elyse, or HVE, in Liam’s not-so-secret parlance, came to the store was 

during his day off. Of course Pete and Mike, being the great friends they were, teased him mercilessly 

before her arrival. They loved to watch him squirm while hypothesizing all the horrible things that could 

have happened to her between visits. They dreamt up scenarios where she ran off to Vegas to marry a 

carnie. Other times, she was crushed by a bus or arrested for murdering a customer. Externally stoic, Liam 

felt sick as the hours grew legs, crawled from the water, and evolving into days. After another week, his 
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mind had fairly well convinced him that some or all of these horrible scenarios had come true. Worst of 

all, he’d never even get the chance to find out what could have happened between them. 

 Inquiring covertly through various channels, he discovered when the next Hill’s Valley demo
14

 was 

scheduled: two weeks from that very day. Suddenly swept overboard by a torrent of emotions, he stewed 

in his teenaged juices as the weeks boiled away into days and the days into hours. He yearned for any 

opportunity to interact with her, any chance to build inroads into her world.  

 The day of the next product demo, Liam arrived early. After his teenage eternity steeped in doubt, a 

Hill’s Valley van was spotted outside the delivery entrance. Normally in Grocery, the dreaded Joely was 

filling in for the Associate Store Leader department head today. Instead of his frozen stocking, near the 

usual Hill’s Valley demos, she sent him to Housewares to stock small appliances. Even though he was far 

away from where HVE might set up, he tried to keep his mind on his work, but it was impossible. He 

didn’t even know if the Hill’s Valley rep would be his lovely Elyse. Still, he couldn’t resist sneaking a few 

peeks into frozen, but nothing was happening. Everything was taking forever. She should’ve be here by 

now. Maybe she wasn’t coming. 

Finally, when his friend Pete snuck away from Electronics on a break, he noticed a familiar face 

setting up tables in Frozen. Naturally, he had to go tease Liam. Walking into small appliances, he found 

Liam anxiously restocking cookware. Pete muttered “she’s here” as he walked past and patted him on the 

shoulder.  

Liam’s heart nearly leapt from his body to dance around.  

                                                           
14

 Demo: Short for product demonstration. A lunch counter designed expressly for cheap skates. 
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It was now or never, he felt. So he crept into Frozen, glancing around the aisles. Initially Elyse was 

obscured by a crowd of hungry customers. He waited until the crowd began to dwindle, and there, 

surrounded by a gaggle of middle aged women stood Elyse in all her radiant ire.  

This time he had a plan. First, he would wander past the demo table and engage her in small-talk. 

After retreating, he’d wander nearby again, making his return look accidental. This time, he would make 

an off-hand comment or two about the hassles of retail life, something empathetic. Then he would retreat 

again. Pausing for a little while, he’d circle back around for scariest part, the big question. That aspect of 

his plan was still hazy. In truth, the entire operation depended on utilizing charm, wit, and charisma—all 

traits he wasn’t sure he possessed. To muster courage, he thought about all the times he’d successfully 

portrayed himself as poised and dashing but realized the zero sum of that thought process.  

While plotting and dreaming, he grew careless in his duties, stocking thermoses, pans, and hotpots 

haphazardly on the shelves. Part of him understood that his lackluster stocking would set off every anal-

retentive klaxon in Joely, but Liam was too distracted to realize her increased attentions could jeopardize 

his job.   

He’d almost worked up a facsimile of confidence when Willow wandered into Housewares. “Hey 

lover-boy,” she cooed, “I think your girly-girl’s about to split.” She winked, drifting off to the break 

room.
15

 Pots and pans clattered against the tile Liam panicked. He’d waited so long this time; he didn’t 

think he would get another chance.  

                                                           
15

 Break Room: An area where employees can lounge on their break, pondering each other’s mastication and swap juvenile 

gossip over exorbitantly priced and nutritionally devoid vending machine food and TV dinners. 
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Peering through the knife display, he caught the telltale signs of Elyse’s departure. It was true. Her 

tablecloth was neatly folded. Her demo table was collapsing into itself. I’m not ready, he thought, but it’s 

now or never. 

… 

 Raquel leaned on the edge of the desk. “You know I don’t want to screw you over Li, but Joely’s 

pissed. She’s hungry for blood—probably from watching one too many shitty teen vampire movies. She’s 

already pushing Chadwick to fire you.” 

“WTF.” 

“I know you, Li. You actually do work hard, at least when you show up on time. But she’s got you 

by the balls on this one. I know you didn’t mean any harm, but you broke the rules.” 

“I know. I just wasn’t thinking,” he said. 

“Oh, you were thinking all right,” she smiled, “just with the wrong head.” 

… 

 Elyse was shoveling promotional items into a massive green duffel bag when Liam sidled up to 

her. She rankled instinctually. “I’m out of samples,” she said, glaring at him. Once she noticed that he 

wasn’t a customer, some of the irritation left her face. She half-smiled at him, although Liam wasn’t sure if 

it was because she thought he was cute or out of relief. 

“If you’re here to help, thanks, but don’t I don’t need any. I’m almost out,” she said, and continued 

to stuffing items into the bag. 

As her charcoal eyes seared through him, Liam’s voice disappeared. Rocking gently on the balls of 

his feet by an endcap full of sale waffles, he smoothed with his faded green hair. His mouth was dry, so 

trying to wet his lips felt like brushing them with sandpaper. Still nothing. He cursed his shyness. 
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“Can I help you?” she said, jamming napkins into the bag’s mouth. Resisting the urge to flee, he 

tried not to wither under her disinterested tonality. Finally, a semi-audible string of words trickled out of 

him. 

“I, uh, uh, I was wondering if you, um, maybe wanna get something to eat sometime.” 

Recoiling as though he’d stepped on her hand, she gazed up at him with curious eyebrows. Her 

gaze cut through him like some scanner on Star Trek, peering inside his atomic substructure. The next 

harmonic resonance to escape between her pale copper lips would build or shatter his universe. 

… 

  

Raquel leaned across the desk.  

“Lucky for you, I talked Chadwick down. They’re willing to overlook the fraternization–this time. 

They’re not going to fire or suspend you, but from now on, you’re on a sort of probation. You gotta show 

up on time, all the time. No excuses,” she poked his chest. “It’s all on you now, pal. I can only watch your 

ass so much.” 

 “Thanks, Raquel. I really owe you one.” 

“From now on, don’t hit on the reps in front management. Get your mack on, on your own time.”  

They both chuckled, Liam mostly because no one said “mack” anymore. 

 “Seriously, I had no clue Joely was around the corner. She’s sneaky as hell.” 

 “That’s what she does. Never underestimate her ability to creep on you.” 

 “I won’t. Not anymore.” 

 “And stop being late to work. Just because I grew up with you doesn’t mean I won’t kick your ass 

out of here,” she said, grinning. 
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Moving towards the door, she clamped her hand on Liam’s shoulder. 

“There’s just one more thing.” she said, raising an eyebrow. 

“What?” 

“What do you mean ‘what?' You know what. What happened with you and the Hill’s Valley demo 

chick?” 

“Oh, that ‘what.’ Shit. We’re having coffee at Muddy’s tomorrow. No big deal.”  

Liam tried to suppress a massive grin behind an air of nonchalance, but failed miserably. 

“Way to go, kid.” 

As they walked out the door, Liam tucked his delight behind a stoic façade, hunching over and 

shuffling his feet a little. Even though everyone pretended to look away, he knew they were still looking, 

watching with their Schadenfreude barely concealed. So he played the part. Punishments weren’t supposed 

to result in ear-to-ear grins. So she trundled back to Housewares, somberly checking his phone. The 

second he was out of sight, he did a tiny little dance. 

 

 

 

As Events are Unfolding 
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Sienna Rosen  

At MD with her mom. Hanging out at the store with your mother is kind of like being strapped to a table 

while tormentors in matching red uniforms drip water on your forehead, slowly driving you insane. 

Today at 1:08pm 

Sienna Rosen  

Hovering around frozen foods is no way to spend an afternoon. I do have a life, mother, as long as it 

doesn’t evaporate into a haze of boredom. 

Today at 1:12pm 

Sienna Rosen  

I found a cute shade of lipstick, which may change this shopping trip from a colossal waste of time into a 

minor waste of time. 

Today at 1:17pm 

Sienna Rosen  

Annoyed every time my mom reminds about using too much data on my phone. Why can’t I have an 

unlimited plan like Trina. 

Today at 1:23pm 

Sienna Rosen  
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OMG. Brett Milner and Austin Tualo are in electronics. If they spot me shopping with my mother, it could 

be my most embarrassing moment ever. Please don’t see me. Not here. Not now. Please don’t read my 

Facebook page now either. Shopping was a really great idea, mom. A great way to ruin my social life 

forever. 

Today at 1:30pm 

Sienna Rosen  

I’m hiding behind a bin of sale DVDs—horror movies, no less. Ick! Hopefully they don’t see me browsing 

through them, trying to be invisible. Great. Apparently my mom works at the same law office as Austin’s 

mom. She’s talking to Brett and Austin while I baste in endless embarrassment. This may ruin any chance 

of either Brett or Austin ever liking me. Ever! Just f-ing great! 

9 minutes ago 

Sienna Rosen  

OMG OMG! Brett Milner didn’t think it was a big deal that I’m shopping with my mom. Smiling that 

gorgeous smile, he suggested we “grab some ‘za” some time. OMG! 

4 minutes ago 

Sienna Rosen  

I hope Brett wasn’t f-ing with my head, but I can’t help being suspicious. What would a ravishing Junior 

with the cutest dimples see in me, a lowly sophomore? 
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1 minute ago 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Omnipresent  
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 Aside from the occasional goose bump-inducing moment, no one ever notices Tamika watching 

them. For a second, they might feel her eyes on them, tracking their actions through the store. Far from a 

grandiose, threatening deity, she’s merely a casual, if obsessive, observer. Even if she wanted to rain her 

fury upon the people beneath her, she doesn’t have the authority to do so. She’s just a checker, a register 

jockey. But a lack of power doesn’t bother her, aside from the occasional moments of impotent jealousy. 

Power isn’t her raison d'etre. All she wants is a little vicarious entertainment. 

Every day, she brings her register drawer into the Front End Office to count it down, checking for 

missing funds before the bookkeepers’ final tally. Occasionally, one of the managers asks her why she 

always takes so long. Some days, she’s in the office twice as long as other cashiers. She always tells them 

she’s bad at math or OCD or makes up another excuse. But her drawer is never off, so they usually don’t 

hassle her.  

The real reason it takes her so long is because of the security wall—a giant display of flat screen 

monitors which provide a real-time video feed of the store’s high-risk areas—are located next to the cash 

drawer safe. Around the store, dozens of glass balls just beneath the pulsing florescent lights. Although 

most of them are dummies, upside down severed heads on pikes effectively, a number of the ominous 

globes spliced directly into the surveillance montage, keeping tabs on the meandering paths of shoppers. 

And if she times it right, she can match her shift with Loss Prevention’s breaks.
16

 

Some days she scours the crowd for familiar faces. Other times, she watches complete strangers. 

The monitor screens nourish her voyeuristic cravings. Every once in a while, she catches herself feeling a 

                                                           
16

 Loss Prevention: These are the vigilant women and men who keep watch over the store, making sure everything runs 

smoothly, especially the break room, the smoking area, and anywhere there’s canoodling to be done. 
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bit creepy but justifies her urges as deeper forays into human nature. This makes perfect sense, because 

everything around her is wired for spectacle. Reality has always been high drama, she thinks. That’s why 

people picnicked in the fields next to Civil War battles and flocked to executions by the droves. That’s 

why people watch “Survivor” and countless hours of vlogging online. What’s wrong with peeking into 

other people’s lives, right? They do it on TV all the time. 

A recent incident gave further credence to her intrusive habits. While watching the roving hordes, 

her pervasive gaze caught Kyle Hall hanging out with a girl who clearly wasn’t his girlfriend. They 

probably wouldn’t have been so obvious with their public display of affection had they known someone 

was watching, but that wasn’t her problem. Cameras are everywhere. Don’t mess around in the first place, 

if you don’t wanna get caught, she figured. A quick message to her friend Kelly cranked the rumor mill 

into high gear. Several days later, Kyle Hall was single and sulking, and all was right with the world. 

I provide a public service, she thought, in my own special way.  

At least that helped her justify her spying. Sometimes, she did feel a little godlike. It always 

amazed her how acclimated people were to surveillance culture. Cameras were so omnipresent these days 

that shoppers forgot about all the eyes hovering above them. 

Several days ago, she caught sight of a young couple wandering through the store. As they stopped 

in Cosmetics, she watched their hands slide up and down each other’s bodies, tongues jammed deep into 

each other’s throats. They might as well have been in the backseat of a car. Although she felt dirty for 

several seconds, their lust was transfixing. She watched for several more moments, vicariously aroused as 

they explored each other, her thoughts wandering to her classmate, Tonya. Closing her eyes, the young 

couple became Tonya and herself. For a moment, the fantasy leapt from her head and onto the surveillance 

monitor—complete with a little heart around the words “Tamika + Tonya 4-ever.” Frightened by the 
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transmutation, she glanced away from the screen, gulping down a lump of emotions. Confused by her own 

conflict, she returned to her drawer, counting her cash, and trying to erase the footage from her mind. 

Today, her favorite program had an unsettling development. While shuffling through her cash 

drawer, she watches a bird-faced man skulk around Women’s Apparel. Like a stop motion film, the 

cameras jut back and forth as he drifts into the lingerie department, gathering several pairs of lace panties 

from the rack. He stuffs them into his pocket and makes a bee-line to the men’s room. Horrified, she loses 

track of her pile of ones, as her mind fills in the lurid details left in the cinematic void of the bathroom 

walls. 

Just then, Bill, the Front End Manager, knocks on the door. “Everything all right in there? Other 

people gotta count their drawers too, girl.” 

“Almost done,” she says. 

Although she can’t see anything on the screen, she’s transfixed, waiting to find out the next plot 

twist. Several minutes later, the man reappears. Sneaking back into the lingerie section, he places the 

panties onto the rack as though they’d never left their spot and wanders into Sporting Goods. She 

shudders, thinking about the violated underwear. Bill is right outside, she thinks, I gotta tell him what 

happened. Security could bust that perv right now.  

But she worries about her confession. Sure, the man is a total creep, but she was the one spying on 

him. What does that say about her? And when she tells security about the incident, they’ll probably catch 

the creeper and call the police. Then, the cops might ask how Loss Prevention caught the perp and might 

wonder why a cashier was watching security cameras instead of counting her money. Could the cops arrest 

for being a pervert too? She wasn’t sure but didn’t want to find out the hard way. Even if they couldn’t 

arrest her, they might question her. And if they questioned her, what if they found out she didn’t like boys. 
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It wasn’t that big a deal, nowadays, but if her sexuality leaked out, it might get back to her parents, who 

thought homosexuality was a sin. They could kick her out of the house and stop her from being able to see 

her sister and brother. Even if they didn’t make her talk about her feelings, the managers might punish her 

and take away her cashier privileges, and the extra two dollars an hour that came with them, or put her on 

probation like Liam in Grocery. They could even fire her for spying on customers.  

Resigned to silence, she hopes for the best. They’ll catch him eventually, she thinks. They were 

bound to. But what if his behavior escalates before they do? Would it be her fault if he hurt someone else? 

Don’t be silly, she thinks, nothing will happen. Everything will be fine.  

She smooths out a pile of crumpled bills, scanning the monitor to take her mind off her dilemma. In 

Women’s Apparel, a young woman in appraises a new skirt in a shoe mirror. Tamika watches bemusedly 

as the lady shifts positions above the mirror, trying to look up her own skirt. After a few moments, the 

young woman wanders off, apparently content with her up-skirt visibility or lack thereof. 

She glances at another feed, trying to ignore her gurgling stomach. A cashier rings up a woman 

with a handful of groceries and an enormous stack of romance novels. Not distracting enough. So her eyes 

wander into the Toy Department, where two preteens reenact a vicious battle with plastic swords. But 

nothing is lifting her spirits. As she glances at yet another screen, Bill’s sharp knock reverberates 

throughout the room. “Almost done in there?” he says, brusquely “I got a line forming out here.” 

“Just a sec,” she calls back, “almost done.”  

Even though she has to count quickly, she’s reabsorbed in the display. As she watches, a little girl 

crashes her cart into an action figure display. Despite her bad mood, she snorts as customers dive out of 

the way to escape the plastic shrapnel. She drifts off again as she restacks her money in the drawer: 
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What if we are just specks on a giant security guard’s surveillance camera? Would they know 

anything about my life, or would they have to fill in the blanks lives of the ants in the lens with their 

imagination, like I do? Would they understand how I feel, the reasons I do what I do? And if so, would 

they set me on fire, sell me out, or tell me that everything is going to be all right? 

 With drawer in hand, she opens the door. “Bill, I need to talk to you. 
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